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Abstract Radiation management (RM), as an option to engineer the climate, is highly controversial and
suffers from a number of ethical and regulatory concerns, usually studied in the context of the objective
to mitigate the global mean temperature. In this article, we discuss the idea that RM can be differen-
tiated and scaled in several dimensions with potential objectives being to influence a certain climate
parameter in a specific region. Some short-lived climate forcers (e.g., tropospheric aerosols) exhibit strong
geographical and temporal variability, potentially leading to limited-area climate responses. Marine cloud
brightening and thinning or dissolution of cirrus clouds could be operated at a rather local scale. It is
therefore conceivable that such schemes could be applied with the objective to influence the climate
at a regional scale. From a governance perspective, it is desirable to avoid any substantial climate effects
of regional RM outside the target region. This, however, could prove impossible for a sustained, long-term
RM. In turn, regional RM during limited time periods could prove more feasible without effects beyond
the target area. It may be attractive as it potentially provides the opportunity to target the suppression
of some extreme events such as heat waves. Research is needed on the traceability of regional RM, for
example, using detection and attribution methods. Incentives and implications of regional RM need to be
examined, and new governance options have to be conceived.

1. Introduction

Radiation management (RM) has been proposed as a means of last resort to combat the dangerous global
change. However, numerous concerns arise when considering a possible implementation. RM is usually
conceived to tackle climate change in a global context, in order to suppress the global mean surface tem-
perature increase [Crutzen, 2006; Sillmann et al., 2015]. So far, research on RM has mostly focused on long
time scales of 𝜕 (30 years), for which the climate system may essentially be considered as a deterministic,
boundary-conditions problem. At the same time, climate modeling studies have shown that RM is not opti-
mally suited to mitigate the most detrimental aspects of changing climate, namely the changes in climate
extremes [Curry et al., 2014; Aswathy et al., 2015].

Yet, RM can be differentiated and scaled in several dimensions. Even though the climate system is global,
with forcing in one region potentially affecting the climate in another region, RM measures are conceivable
that target (1) climate parameters other than the global mean surface temperature, (2) climate variables in
a specific region, or (3) specific meteorological events (i.e., limited also in time). To what extent different RM
measures, or a portfolio of different RM measures, will make such a differentiation possible is so far an open
scientific question.

Many of the socioeconomic incentives about RM would have to be reassessed in the context of regional,
rather than global, RM, taking into account the extent to which it might be possible to modify the climate
regionally and possibly also for limited time periods, with little or no significant effect beyond. Here, we
discuss prospects and limitations of potential regional RM application and elaborate on avenues for future
research to address the various research questions.

From an economic point of view, a possibility to decorrelate the increase in global mean surface temper-
ature and local to regional climate extremes would be particularly attractive, as extremes tend to cause
particularly severe climate damages [Sherwood and Huber, 2010; Dunne et al., 2013; Lobell et al., 2013; Zander
et al., 2015]. It should, however, be noted that not all climate extremes could be addressed by this kind of
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intervention: coastal surges for instance are local in nature but are strongly related to mean sea-level rise
which is a global phenomenon. An important question in this regard is, to what extent incentives for soci-
eties emerge so that options of regional RM might be utilized. A first step in this direction is to estimate
how strongly economic preferences with respect to climate-related variables such as mean temperature,
temperature extremes, and precipitation are correlated in space. This question is discussed in Section 2.

From a physical point of view, it has to be established that whether RM is feasible for a limited region, that is,
whether an RM method can be conceived that would have the intended impact in the targeted area but only
with limited detrimental effects beyond it. To which extent this is possible for substantial levels of climate
engineering is an open question. A possibility is that sustained, long-term regional RM is impossible without
substantial effect in adjacent regions, but it might still be attractive to perform regional RM for limited time
periods, certain detrimental weather conditions only. These questions are discussed in Section 3.

Depending on the feasibility of a regional control of relevant climate variables, and given the preferences
of the regions of the world with respect to these variables, the next question is to what extent countries
or clubs of countries might make use of regional RM, and to what extent this would influence mitigation
efforts in the absence of global cooperation on climate policy. One may expect that welfare effects strongly
depend on the feasibility of limiting the RM effect in space and time. The availability of limited-area RM
measures may lead to outcomes that range from almost solving the climate change problem regionally to
making it worse than in case of uncoordinated emissions of greenhouse gases. This relates to the question
of how to regulate the deployment of regional RM and the possibility to attribute the intended regional
outcomes to the RM measures applied and exclude damages outside the targeted area. These questions
are discussed in Section 4. Finally Section 5 concludes and proposes avenues for future research.

2. Incentives for Regional RM

Regional RM could be economically particularly attractive, because it might open the possibility to decor-
relate the increase in global mean surface temperature and local climate extremes. The crucial point is that
different countries and regions of the world may face different manifestations of climate change. The incen-
tives for applying regional RM depend on the match between the spatial scales at which the climate may
be engineered and the spatial scales of variability in preferences with respect to climate-related variables.

There is an increasing body of literature that empirically investigates impacts of the climate on specific
socio-economic aspects such as agricultural production [Aufhammer and Schlenker, 2014], energy con-
sumption [Aufhammer and Mansur, 2014], labor productivity [Heal and Park, 2015], political conflicts [Burke
et al., 2015a], and general economic output [Dell et al., 2014; Burke et al., 2015b]. A robust finding across
studies seems to be the existence of an “optimal temperature” or “optimal climate” with respect to the
economic output. As long as regional climate is tied to global climate and its change, different regions of
the world may prefer quite different global climates such that their regional climate is close to their optimal
climate.

Nordhaus [2006] has set up a Geographically based Economic database (G-Econ, http://gecon.yale.edu/)
which provides information on gross cell product (i.e., gross domestic product [GDP] in grid cells, at a 1∘ × 1∘

resolution on a global longitude–latitude grid) and can be used to investigate the influence of tempera-
ture and precipitation, and geographic variables (e.g., elevation, roughness of surface, distance to coast) on
gross cell product. Using the cross-sectional data for GDPi in all grid cells i in 2005 (approximately represen-
tative for the present-day GDP distribution) and long-term averages for temperature Ti and precipitation
Pi (1980–2008) from the G-Econ database, we apply an estimation approach in line with that of Nordhaus
[2006],

ln
(

GDPi

)
= a0 + a1 Ti + a2 T 2

i + a3 T 3
i + a4 Pi + a5 P2

i + ccountry +
7∑

i=6

ai Gi +
14∑

i=8

ai Di + 𝜀i , (1)

where ccountry captures country-fixed effects, Gi are two geographic variables (accounting for the elevation
and the grid-cell area within country), Di are seven dummy variables (accounting for being an island, being
in the high latitudes, for different distances to the coast [three dummy variables], accounting for extreme
rich grid cells [two dummy variables]), and 𝜀i is the error term. The equation is estimated by means of
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Figure 1. Marginal relative changes in grid-cell GDP with respect to temperature change in 2100 in the RCP8.5 scenario.

weighted ordinary least squares whereby we rely on Newey-West-based determination for the coefficient
covariance matrix to obtain consistent estimates with respect to heteroskedasticity in the data. Like Nord-
haus [2006], we find a significantly positive estimate for a1 and significantly negative estimates for a2 and a3

, which indicates that the cells typically have an “optimal temperature” that maximizes gross cell product.
Similarly, we find a significantly positive estimate for a4 and negative estimate for a5, which indicates that the
cells typically also have “optimal precipitation.” Such “optimal temperature” and/or “optimal precipitation”
gives an indication of the region’s economic preferences with respect to the application of regional RM.

The incentives for regional RM are indicated by the marginal change of grid-cell GDP with respect to tem-
perature and precipitation. For illustrative purposes, we consider the incentives under rather extreme cli-
mate, like it is projected in the RCP8.5 scenario. We focus here on temperature changes since it seems even
more challenging to intentionally alter regional precipitation than temperature patterns. The temperature
change between the observed present-day temperatures and 2100 is taken from the multimodel mean (the
average of the ensemble means of 11 climate models for which the relevant output was available) differ-
ence between the annual mean temperatures for 2100 and 2010 for the RCP8.5 scenario in the 5th Coupled
Model Intercomparison Project [CMIP5; see Taylor et al., 2012 for a description of the simulations]. Results
shown in Figure 1 demonstrate that the effect of temperature changes on GDP in 2100 will go in opposite
directions for different regions. It should be noted that the projection shown in Figure 1 are an estimation
based on current economic structures in combination with the projected temperature changes. Accordingly
our approach provides (at best) a snapshot for economic impacts of climate change.

Regions in mid- to high latitudes, and at high altitudes, tend to be economically more successful with
even warmer temperatures, while regions in low latitudes perform better at colder temperatures. The
relative decrease in GDP with warming temperatures at low latitudes is larger than the increase at high
latitudes.

Obviously, using such an estimation approach provides only a rough forecast for the economic impacts of a
changing climate. Issues like changes in interannual variability or drastic unforeseeable changes cannot be
included. Accordingly, the complex cause-effect chains between regional climate and economic output are
only roughly approximated by such empirical investigations of the climate-economy link. Furthermore, the
macroeconomic price system, global trade-flows, and allocation of labor and capital may change substan-
tially in a fundamentally different climate. In addition, such an approach neglects the adaptation potential.
The combination of these economic processes may strongly influence the effects of climate-related vari-
ables on GDP. Nevertheless, the approach clearly identifies certain regions with significant gains and losses
due to climate change, where it is rather unlikely that adaption and price effects will overcompensate the
general productivity loss or gain, indicating that we can indeed expect spatially heterogeneous preferences
with regard to regional RM.
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3. Feasibility of Limited-Area RM

It is an open question to which extent regional RM is feasible. Perturbations to the atmospheric compo-
sition in general lead to nonlocal responses. These responses depend on the weather or climate regime
since propagation of the response to a given perturbation is modulated by the atmospheric circulation.
A stable weather regime is conducive to more localized responses than a strong zonal or meridional flow.
With regard to regional RM, options to mitigate climate extremes are particularly relevant. Heat waves are
of central interest because they are (1) expected to increase in occurrence and intensity and (2) particu-
larly detrimental to human health [e.g., Sheridan and Allen, 2015]. While regional RM is unlikely to decrease
the likelihood of large-scale conditions favoring heat waves, it could help to mitigate the intensity of indi-
vidual events. Temperature extremes may be more manageable than precipitation extremes [Aswathy et al.,
2015], although temperature and precipitation are of course not unrelated. For precipitation, the large body
of weather modification research shows little skill in changing either the frequency of occurrence or the
intensity at will [National Research Council, 2003]. It is important to note that only certain climate extremes
can be addressed by regional RM. For instance, sea-level rise that to a large extent responds to nonlocal
forcings [Hu et al., 2013] leads to regional climate extreme events such as coastal floodings [Tebaldi et al.,
2012] that would be conceivably difficult to mitigate with regional RM.

Radiative forcing is a measure of the perturbation to the energy budget that results in climate effects,
the latter usually measured by the change in the global-mean surface temperature [Gregory et al., 2004].
Although the radiative forcing concept is often applied to global mean quantities, some short-lived climate
forcers (e.g., tropospheric aerosols) exhibit strong geographical and temporal variability, potentially lead-
ing to nonuniform climate responses. Marine cloud brightening, which consists of seeding low-level clouds
in order to enhance planetary albedo [Latham, 1990; Latham et al., 2012], is expected to exert a radiative
forcing that is essentially localized to the region of seeding [Jones et al., 2009, 2011; Alterskjær et al., 2013;
Aswathy et al., 2015]. Similarly, thinning or dissolution of cirrus clouds would be operated at a rather local
scale [Mitchell and Finnegan, 2009; Storelvmo et al., 2013; Storelvmo and Herger, 2014]. It is therefore conceiv-
able that such schemes could be applied in a way that targets climate modification at the regional scale. It
may also be applied during a limited period, and thus might allow to target a suppression of certain extreme
events such as heat waves. In this sense, RM could become a mixed initial-boundary condition problem
rather than simply a boundary condition problem.

It is well known, however, that the intertwined processes in the Earth system and the circulation lead to
a response of the climate system that is not simply following the forcing pattern [Boer and Yu, 2003; Xie
et al., 2013]. The dissimilarity of the forcing and response patterns is nevertheless largest over the oceanic
regions of the winter hemispheres [Persad et al., 2014]. Thinking about potential deployment of regional
RM, the continental regions of the summer hemispheres are therefore of particular interest.

As a starting point, it is useful to refer to Shindell et al. [2010], who analyzed the temperature response to
present-day aerosol and CO2 emissions in four climate models, in comparison to preindustrial levels. The
patterns showed a spatial autocorrelation with the forcing pattern that was very long (>10,000 km) in the
zonal direction, but dropped at length scales of about 3500 km in the meridional direction. Temperature
change in individual zonal belts, as simulated by climate models, is related to the forcing patterns, especially
those by anthropogenic aerosols [Shindell and Faluvegi, 2009; Voulgarakis and Shindell, 2010]. It is an open
question whether a forcing configuration is possible for which the response is even more localized in the
meridional direction, and also substantially more localized in the zonal direction. The problem is further
complicated by the fact that there is a large uncertainty in the response pattern to a localized forcing as
evident in the differing responses different models simulate for the same regional forcing [Kasoar et al.,
2016].

In the mid-latitudes with a prevailing westerly zonal flow, one may anticipate that a targeted RM during
weather regimes with little zonal flow may be better suited to affect preferentially the region of inter-
est. In mid-latitudes, extreme weather, in terms of heat waves, often coincides with blocking situations,
or persistent high pressure systems [Hoskins and Woollings, 2015]. This offers prospects to target blocking
situations in which zonal flow is weak and their associated climate extremes. An initial study by Bernstein
et al. [2013] showed the potential to mitigate a heat wave in a modeling case study with a regional climate
model applying stratospheric sulfur injections. Due to the large technical effort, the long lifetime and thus
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large spatiotemporal distribution for stratospheric sulfate, it seems, however, more plausible to employ a
shorter-lived climate engineering mechanism, such as cloud seeding, to address particular extreme events
or climate change mitigation at a regional scale.

It has been demonstrated that heat waves become more frequent due to anthropogenic emissions of green-
house gases [Schär et al., 2004; Jones et al., 2008; Christidis et al., 2012; Morak et al., 2013; Herring et al., 2014;
Sun et al., 2014]. Sillmann et al. [2013] document that climate models are increasingly able to reproduce
temperature extremes as well as their response to forcings. Atmospheric models are thus promising tools
to further investigate the feasibility of regional RM.

4. Welfare Implications and Scope for Governing Regional RM

If regional RM would become an option, it may be expected that every player (e.g., a country or region)
has an incentive to unilaterally implement their most-preferred RM measure to the most-preferred extent.
If every actor could perfectly engineer the local climate, and if regional RM has purely local effects, one
may expect that the global availability of regional RM options would lead to a pareto-efficient outcome. If,
however, regional RM was feasible in only some regions there may well remain large unmitigated damages
of climate change in other parts of the world. One important example may be the unmitigated warming in
the Arctic [e.g., Aswathy et al., 2015]. General theory of second best [Lipsey and Lancaster, 1956] tells us that,
absent a globally first-best solution to the climate change problem, the option of regional RM may decrease
welfare at a global scale, that is, for the majority of regions outside the target region. In that vein, if the areas
where regional RM is feasible are large emitters of greenhouse gases, the availability of regional RM may
significantly decrease their incentives to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions. Thus, the unmitigated climate
damages outside the regions where regional RM is feasible may even increase and, it is even conceivable
that global welfare may be reduced by the availability of the regional RM option for only some countries.
This calls for studying the question of how to regulate the deployment of regional RM.

The scope for a global regulation of regional RM measures depends on the possibility to attribute intended
local outcomes to regional RM measures and to exclude damages outside the targeted area. For applying
standard regulation approaches (e.g., based on liability law) to regional RM efforts, one needs to be able
to reliably attribute the intended outcome to a RM measure in the targeted area [Sillmann et al., 2015], and
to reliably reject the hypothesis that particular weather events somewhere else are caused by a RM mea-
sure. These possibilities could be studied, building on the available extensive experience with detection and
attribution studies assessing (inadvertent) anthropogenic forcings, and making use of novel approaches
exploiting ensemble climate forecasts at short time scales.

This can build on the fact that a central question in anthropogenic climate change is the detection of cli-
mate change signals in observations, and the attribution of aspects of climate change to specific forcings
[Bindoff et al., 2013]. In climate model simulations, patterns of climate change are analyzed in simulations
that apply or not a specific forcing signal to identify the “fingerprint” of climate responses attributable to
the specific forcing agent [Hasselmann, 1997; Hegerl et al., 1997; Bürger and Cubasch, 2015]. The question
becomes especially relevant when considering liability for climate change [Allen, 2003; Prather et al., 2009].

However, rather than the attribution of a large-scale, long-term trend, liability requires the assessment of
specific events. Again, extreme events are of particular interest [Allen, 2003]. Detection and attribution of
climate change at a regional to local scale remains challenging [Stott et al., 2010]. Due to the chaotic char-
acter of weather, and due to the complexity of the Earth system, an unequivocal assertion of causality is
virtually impossible. Rather, the change in risk, or frequency of occurrence, of a given climatic event can be
assessed and quantified [Stone and Allen, 2005].

The attribution of an altered risk for a given climate event relies on an accurate simulation of the probability
distribution function of the climate at a given location, with and without the anthropogenic agent. This can
be based on a large model ensemble [Massey et al., 2015]. In attributing a climate event to anthropogenic
activity, it is important to assess both the likelihood and the magnitude [Otto et al., 2012]. Detection and
attribution for RM targeting continental heat waves may be more feasible than for other weather conditions.
Christidis et al. [2013] were particularly skillful in probabilistically attributing a continental heat wave in the
Moscow area in 2010 to anthropogenic emissions. Hegerl et al. [2011] show particular skill in detecting and
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attributing the summer cooling after volcanic eruptions. Stott et al. [2004] demonstrated that the probability
of a heat wave such as the one over Europe in 2003 at least doubled due to anthropogenic emissions of
greenhouse gases. On the basis of this evidence, it seems in general plausible that the attribution of a heat
wave, or the mitigation of a heat wave, to a specific forcing may be feasible in probabilistic terms.

Innovative regulation approaches may provide some scope for governance that leads to mutual advantages
for the heterogeneous regions of the world, even if an attribution is feasible only to a limited extent. Such a
mutually advantageous regulation could have the strongest potential to be implemented at a global scale.
A subsequent question is which regulatory approaches could lead to a pareto-improvement compared to
the uncoordinated outcome.

5. Conclusion and Future Research

RM, as an option to engineer the climate, is highly controversial and suffers from a number of ethical and reg-
ulatory concerns. To the extent that regional RM is feasible, some concerns may have to be reassessed. How-
ever, it is unclear to what extent a limited-area application might be possible that is both locally effective
and harmless outside the targeted region. Incentives and implications of regional RM need to be examined,
and new governance options have to be conceived.

In this paper, we have discussed the state of the literature on regional RM. In conclusion we state five over-
arching research questions and avenues how to address these questions in future research:

1. Feasibility: To which extent is it possible to generate a localized climate response to a localized forcing?
Can a time-varying forcing, involving increased intervention only during carefully selected weather regimes,
help to spatially contain the climate response?

2. Incentives: What is the spatial correlation of economic preferences with respect to climate variables? To
which extent are regional preferences with respect to different climate variables (temperature, precipita-
tion) correlated?

3. Economic implications: What are possible welfare implications of having regional RM technology available
when countries would implement regional RM and mitigate greenhouse gas emissions in an uncoordinated
way? Such a study would have to apply theory of differential games to study equilibrium outcomes in an
integrated assessment model.

4. Traceability: What does it take to detect and attribute a limited-area effect of a RM measure, and to reject
the hypothesis that climate events outside the targeted area are affected by the RM measure? Such an anal-
ysis could build on, and advance, existing detection and attribution methods. Based on ensemble modeling,
it would provide probability distributions for the socioeconomic assessment.

5. Governance: How to regulate regional RM most efficiently, given the uncertainties in predictability and
traceability? Such a study could make use of economic theories of mechanism design.
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